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“The conservation movement needs more
catalysts. We need more leaders like the
Richard King Mellon Foundation to step
up and participate in the protection of
America’s treasured landscapes.”
— Ambassador Max Baucus
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y father, Richard King Mellon, created the
Foundation in 1947 with a vision not only
for southwestern Pennsylvania, but also for
the country. Passionate conservationists, he
and my mother, Constance Prosser Mellon, knew
that protecting and preserving America’s wildlife
habitats, scenic vistas, forests, ranches, watersheds,
and historic battlefields was integral to the health of
the nation and its citizens.

Since publishing the first issue of this book in
2003, the Foundation has built powerfully and
meaningfully upon our conservation legacy by
collaborating with numerous state and local
governments and other committed conservation
agencies. We are so proud that, to date, the
Foundation has protected nearly four million
acres of land at sites in all 50 states: from the rocky
coast of Maine to the rain forests of Hawaii; from
the depths of the Death Valley to the heights of
Mt. McKinley. Indeed, from sea to shining sea.

Seward Prosser Mellon
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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Chairman’s Letter

INTRODUCTION

T
flowering dogwood

Cornus florida l.

he Foundation’s Trustees approved the
American Land Conservation Program
(ALCP) in 1988. In doing so, they declared
their intent to contribute meaningfully
to the country’s ecological, social, and economic
future—and made it possible for millions of acres of
American lands to be preserved and protected. The
Trustees grasped the need and imperative to protect
America’s treasured landscapes. They recognized that
public spending for land acquisition was inadequate
and often slow going.
Under the ALCP, the Foundation, The
Conservation Fund, and other valued state, local,
and non-profit, on-the-ground partners, ushered in
a fresh new model of collaboration. The Foundation
made substantial investments in forestland
preservation, starting with the Champion Forest,
nearly 300,000 acres spanning New York, Vermont,
and New Hampshire. Between 1988 and 2002, the
Foundation protected a total of one million acres.

In the early 2000s, federal funding for conservation
began to decline. Public dollars focused on key
holdings within existing public lands, as threats
to working farms, forests, and ranches grew. The
Foundation’s conservation work evolved to keep pace,
coordinating with other organizations to leverage
financing—rather than underwriting entire projects—
and harness more potent purchasing power.
Conserving the best and largest intact United
States forest landscapes has become the nation’s
most urgent land conservation challenge, one highly
prioritized by the Foundation. In response to critical
need, the Foundation expanded its work in forests,
making a grant to protect 255,000 acres of forestland
in the Adirondacks, and providing start-up funding
for The Conservation Fund’s Working Forest Fund.
The Foundation also began acquiring and
preserving working ranches along the Rocky
Mountain Front. The Rocky Mountain Front
Initiative, halfway to its goal of 220,000 acres
preserved via conservation easement, is the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s first designated
conservation area to become a unit of the
National Wildlife Refuge System, based primarily
on conservation easements. This initiative is
pioneering a new way to think about protecting
working landscapes.
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s part of its dedication to Pennsylvanians
and the American people, the Foundation
helped ensure a sacred space to mourn and
pay tribute to the victims of September 11.
By protecting land on which people can gather at
the Flight 93 National Memorial, the Foundation
ensures the lives of the brave Americans who died
in a Pennsylvania field that day will always be
remembered.
Richard King Mellon had a lifelong love of
riding, shooting, hunting, and fishing that he
shared with his wife, Constance, who chaired the
Foundation from 1947 until her death. Together,
they instilled an appreciation for nature and historic
places in their children, who call conservation work
a natural extension of their upbringing.
“Our parents’ real love was the outdoors and
we were always an outdoor family. We had picnics,
we hunted, fished, rode, and sailed,” said Trustee
Emeritus Richard P. Mellon and Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer Seward Prosser Mellon.
The Mellon family tradition of protecting
land endures even as challenges to conservation
have grown. The Foundation’s mission becomes
ever more urgent and this new collectible volume
celebrates the millions of dollars invested to support
and advance that mission. American lands, and the
species that inhabit them, are irreplaceable.
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Introduction

It updates and illustrates the Foundation’s work with
partners across the conservation sector and across
the nation, detailing tangible conservation progress
made possible by teamwork and generous giving.
As we approach the end of 2017, the Foundation
has helped to protect nearly four million acres
at sites in all 50 states. The numbers reveal an
impressive picture of conservation and investment
in the land. Many landscapes have been saved and
innumerable lives touched by this essential work.
Children will grow up with conservation values and
environmental stewardship because local parks were
preserved and restored, creeks made safe to wade
in, forests protected and maintained. Ecosystems
and their communities of animals and plants will
flourish for centuries to come. And communities
of men, women, and children will experience
economic improvement due to sustainable land
management plans that preserve their jobs.

CONSERVATION
BY THE NUMBERS
1988–2002
$400 million dollars invested
One million acres protected
In all 50 states
15 National Wildlife Refuges
5 National Parks
7 National Monuments
and National Trails
20 State Wildlife Management
Areas and Parks
10 Historic Sites

2003–2017
More than 100 projects
2.75 million acres protected
$225 million in grants and innovative
program-related investments (PRI)
Projects leveraged an average
of more than $2 dollars for every
dollar invested
$17 million in PRIs returned
for redeployment, to date
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CONSERVATION AT WORK THE WORKING FOREST FUND
In the last 15 years, the United States has
lost forestland equaling an area the size of
Pennsylvania. Vast contiguous forestlands
have been sold and fragmented, their
multiple benefits as intact forests lost.
Forests improve water quality and quantity, clean the air,
protect wildlife, and benefit communities economically,
which is why preserving and protecting them is a cornerstone
of the Foundation’s work with The Conservation Fund.
The Conservation Fund’s Working Forest Fund program
rapidly acquires threatened forests with high conservation
value, buying time to gather public and private funding.
The Working Forest Fund puts enduring safeguards in place,
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usually in the form of easements, ensuring the forests will
always remain forests. The Working Forest Fund then returns
permanently protected properties to private ownership or
public agency stewardship. Each forest becomes a protected
working forest, boosting its local economy and maintaining
jobs for decades to come.
Every Working Forest Fund project is directed by
conservation-focused forest management strategies that
enhance forest health and productivity, wildlife habitat, and
water quality, while also increasing asset value. From 2009
through 2017, the Foundation’s support of the Working Forest
Fund has resulted in 18 projects that placed a total of 333,554
acres nationwide under conservation management.
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PENNSYLVANIA
9

Projects 2003–2017

NORTHERN TIER
Bennett Branch
IN THE FALL of 2009, The Conservation Fund
received a donation of 2,400 acres of land in seven
separate tracts from the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy. The land is open to the public and
timber thinning is underway. The tracts also
have been entered into the Pennsylvania Game
Commission Hunter Access Program, providing
better access to hunters in exchange for improved
protection and habitat improvements.
In 2010, the 359-acre Bennett Branch tract
was sold to the Game Commission, subject to a
15-year timber reservation, to allow for a lower
purchase price for the state, and a future income
stream to the Working Forest Fund. The remaining
tracts, encompassing 2,041 acres, continue to be
sustainably managed and open to the public.
These tracts, some of which are adjacent to state
lands, will be transferred to the commonwealth
as additions to state game lands or state forestlands.
The project launched use of the Working Forest
Fund model in Pennsylvania.

Sinnemahoning Creek,
which flows through the
Bennett Branch tract, is
a 15.7-mile-long tributary
of the West Branch
Susquehanna River.
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Keating Summit
THE CONSERVATION FUND partnered with Lyme Timber, employing its Working Forest Fund model, to help
protect 18,554 acres located in the two-million-acre Pennsylvania Wilds region. The land parcels straddle the
eastern divide between the Mississippi and the Chesapeake watersheds, in one of the Foundation’s priority
landscapes. Located north of Benezette, and west of Emporium, this large timberland assemblage provides
direct connections to existing state lands and will benefit the successful expansion of Pennsylvania’s elk
restoration efforts. For the last 15 years, the Foundation has worked with a number of conservation partners
to establish a permanently protected land bridge among state and federal lands in the northern tier of
Pennsylvania, enhancing species movement and ensuring long-term habitat protection.

Part of the Pennsylvania
Wilds, the Keating Summit
project protects land
in McKean, Potter, and
Cameron counties.

A planting of American
chestnut trees is helping
to restore this iconic
species, as well as the
land impacted by mining.

Kocjancic Tracts
THE FOUNDATION FACILITATED Western Pennsylvania Conservancy’s purchase
and transfer of three critical parcels in Clearfield and Elk counties totaling
6,230 acres. The Bennett Branch, a tributary of Sinnemahoning Creek, flows
through the property. Sinnemahoning Creek, in turn, is a major tributary
to the West Branch Susquehanna River. The land is adjacent to Moshannon
State Forest, providing connection to state forestlands and thus adding to a
conservation landscape of more than 200,000 protected acres. Approximately
1,460 acres were retained by Western Pennsylvania Conservancy to remediate
past impacts from abandoned mine drainage and to manage as a sustainable
forest, certified by the Forest Stewardship Council. Since acquiring the property,
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy has partnered with The American Chestnut
Foundation to plant crossbred chestnuts that can survive the devastating tree
disease, chestnut blight.
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Sproul State Forest
Litke Tract
THE FOUNDATION PROVIDED support for
The Conservation Fund acquisition of the Litke
Tract, an 11,900-acre property that adds to the
beauty of the Sproul State Forest. Six trout streams,
including two designated Exceptional Value and two
designated High Quality by the state, run through
it. The landscape offers outstanding scenic views,
productive timberlands, eight miles of abandoned
rail line, critical natural areas, hollows that follow
major drainages, and several wilderness trails, as well
as significant wetlands and ponds found on several
remote plateaus.

The property also provides core habitat for wildlife
within Hayes Run Natural Heritage Area, an
exceptional forested watershed that includes patches
of eastern hemlock and an understory of mountain
laurel, Pennsylvania’s state tree and flower. Once
one of the largest inholdings remaining in the state
forest system, this acquisition brings the Sproul
State Forest to more than 300,000 acres.

Protection of the Litke
Tract property increases
hiking and recreational
opportunities in the
Sproul State Forest.

Elk and Susquehannok State Forests
Clermont Tract I
THROUGH COLLABORATION among the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy, The Nature Conservancy,
and The Conservation Fund, the Foundation
successfully leveraged its funds and those of the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources to purchase and transfer 8,375
acres of working forestland to the Pennsylvania State
Bureau of Forestry for inclusion in Elk State Forest.

This land included 7,600 acres at the southern
portion of the Clermont Tract and 775 acres of
scattered state forest holdings. Situated in the
Pennsylvania Wilds, acquisition of the Clermont
Tract conserved ecologically important habitat and
connected the 30,000-acre unit of Elk State Forest
to the 20,000-acre State Game Land 30.

The Clermont Tract
connects state forests
and game lands, creating
an ecological bridge for
species movement.

Moshannon
State Forest
Hayes Marsden
Property
THE 537-ACRE HAYES property is located along
Caledonia Pike in Covington Township, Clearfield
County. It is an inholding into the Moshannon
State Forest, part of the Pennsylvania Wilds, and
contains approximately 200 acres of flat, roadside
land with power suitable for development. The
rest is steep downhill bank to Mosquito Creek,
which supports native trout. Acquisition of this
property and transfer to the Moshannon State
Forest by The Conservation Fund, in cooperation
with the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry and
the Foundation, ensured it remained open and
accessible to the public for hunting, fishing, and
other recreational uses compatible with the mission
of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry.
Acquisition of this property
ensures long-term, public
access for hunting, fishing,
and other recreational uses.
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Pine Creek’s watershed
covers 979 square miles,
the largest watershed of
all tributaries of the West
Branch Susquehanna River.

Susquehannok
State Forest
Acker Millard
Tract
THE CONSERVATION FUND used a grant from the
Foundation to purchase the 971-acre Acker
Millard Tract. Addition of this property to the
Susquehannock State Forest, located in West
Branch Township, Potter County, provides excellent
habitat for turkey and other wildlife, and includes
the headwaters of Pine Creek Gorge, a popular
outdoor recreation area now open to the public.
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Clear Creek State Forest
Laurel Fields

One of the most beautiful
forest tracts in the state,
Laurel Fields, in Venango
County, hosts a diverse
mix of birds and wildlife.

PREVIOUSLY a privately owned inholding into
state forestland, Laurel Fields was a local tourist
attraction during laurel and rhododendron blossom
season. The acquisition of 856 acres to preserve the
Laurel Fields for posterity protects the upper Clear
Creek watershed, consolidates state forestland,
and eliminates approximately two miles of state
forest boundary. Funding to secure this land was
provided by the Foundation and the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
to the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.

The Laurel Fields property is located within the
Audubon Important Bird Area-Upper Allegheny
Forest Block and Clear Creek Natural Heritage
Area, in this heritage area’s core habitat. Moderately
slow current, deeply undercut banks, and forested
riparian zone provide habitat for the vulnerable
northern water shrew, which requires high quality
water. The property also contains priority habitat
for the cerulean warbler, American woodcock,
Louisiana waterthrush, and eastern brook trout.

Purchased by the state
in 1902, the 2,854-acre
Pinchot State Forest was
one of Pennsylvania’s first
state forests, created in
response to depletion of
the state’s forests during
the mid to late 19th century.

Theta Lands
PERCHED ALONG THE HIGH Appalachian ridges
above the Wilkes-Barre and Scranton metro areas
in northeastern Pennsylvania, the Theta Lands were
sought by the state’s conservation partners for more
than a decade. By combining two projects together
with funding from the Foundation, as well as from
the state, county, and local communities, The
Conservation Fund was able to protect 21,000 acres
of forestland permanently. Home to a number of
globally threatened barrens communities, the Theta
Lands are a welcome addition to the Pinchot State
Forest, which offers hunting, fishing, bird watching,
and outdoor recreation to the public.

Elk Visitors Center
NORTH CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA provides some of the best wildlife viewing
opportunities in the United States, and has experienced tremendous growth
in nature tourism during the last decade. A primary focus of the roughly one
million visitors who come to the area annually are elk herds that travel across
the state’s 800-square-mile elk range. Between 2003 and 2006, the Foundation
worked with the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation to purchase five tracts,
totaling 2,671 acres, to ensure long-term protection of the land and habitat.
The Foundation now works with the Pennsylvania-based Keystone Elk Country
Alliance to support conservation education and continued growth of ecotourism
in the region. Led by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources, elk viewing is part of a broad conservation landscape initiative in
12 counties in the Pennsylvania Wilds. The Elk Visitors Center comprises
tracts of land that will ensure the safety and sanctity of the elk population for
generations to come.

Attracting 400,000
visitors per year, the
Elk Visitors Center offers
proof that conservation
can help drive ecotourism.

mountain laurel

Kalmia latifolia
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At 17,488 acres, the
Clermont Tract is the
largest land-protection
project in the history of
the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy.

Clermont II
TOGETHER WITH FUNDING from the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources, the Foundation’s gift allowed the
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy to acquire
and convey to the Bureau of State Forests a 17,488acre property. At more than 27 square miles, this
tract is the largest single land-protection project
to date in the history of the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy, and the largest in decades for the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources. The property includes headwater
streams to Potato Creek, a conservation target of the
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy; large patches of
forest; and a portion of Catherine Swamp,
a designated Natural Heritage Area.
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Kaul Hall / Elk Timberlands
ELK TIMBERLANDS boasts a rich mix of sugar maple,
northern red oak, white ash, and the black cherry
for which Pennsylvania’s woodlands are known. In
addition to elk, other wide-ranging animals inhabit
this sprawling forest, including black bears, bobcats
and fishers, as well as migratory songbirds and birds
of prey such as the northern goshawk, cooper’s
hawk, and northern saw-whet owl. The wood thrush
and cerulean warbler—both rapidly declining
species—require deep forests for nesting, such as
those found at Elk Timberlands. Wild mountain
streams also support native brook trout, wild
brown trout, and other aquatic species.

In one of Pennsylvania’s largest private land
conservation deals, The Nature Conservancy,
with funding from the Foundation, acquired
an option to protect 9,500 acres of the Elk
Timberlands with a permanent working forest
easement to prevent development, while allowing
for sustainable timber harvests. Purchased from a
conservation-minded timber investment company,
the easement’s key provisions include preserving
forested corridors along streams, providing
public recreational opportunities, and employing
sustainable management practices that meet
Forest Stewardship Council standards.

Elk Timberlands is open to the public and offers
some of Pennsylvania’s premier outdoor recreational
experiences, including hunting, hiking, and fishing,
as well as the sights and sounds of elk grazing in a
meadow populated by woodland mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, and insects, all of which will
delight nature enthusiasts.

The Elk Timberlands
property forms part of
the largest unbroken
forest between New York
and Chicago.
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A partnership with a conservation
minded timber investment
company led to protection of
forestland in Somerset, Clarion,
Forest, and Jefferson counties.

Lyme Timber

honey bee

Apis mellifera
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IN A TRANSACTION with Lyme Timber Company,
the Foundation enabled the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy to protect property in Somerset,
Clarion, Forest, and Jefferson counties, including
in the northern tier of Pennsylvania and the Laurel
Highlands. The Barron Tract, purchased by the
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy with the
Foundation’s help, includes 2,300 acres of quality
timberland in Somerset County. The property falls
within the Laurel Hill Creek watershed and contains
3.8 miles of creek frontage. Laurel Hill Creek is a
designated High Quality Cold Water Fishery, one
of the highest quality large tributaries of the
Youghiogheny River. Multiple analyses of its
aquatic biodiversity have identified Laurel Hill
Creek as a priority watershed.

Sandy Run, a high gradient, clear-water stream
also flows through the property and is a tributary
to Laurel Hill Creek. The landscape conservation
area consists of a block of contiguous forest that
exceeds 5,000 acres and provides habitat for
amphibians and interior forest birds that are sensitive
to fragmenting features. Ecologists note the variety
of habitats represented, including mature, ridge-top
forest, floodplain forest, wetlands, and vernal pools.
The Foundation also facilitated the protection
of several additional tracts from Lyme Timber,
including 1,600 acres of land and 1,700 acres of
timber rights in Clarion County; 451 acres of land
within the boundary of Allegheny National Forest in
Forest County; and near Clear Creek State Forest in
Jefferson County, bringing the total protected lands
to 6,051 acres. The Clarion River Valley is noted
for its aesthetic qualities, created by diverse and
mature vegetation, steep slopes, sinuous channels,
and varying water conditions. The river, meandering
through this undeveloped landscape, provides
spectacular views and a sense of serenity for canoeists
who, prior to the acquisition, were unable to go
ashore for picnics or camping.

Brush Valley Watershed
IN A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to preserve a self-contained high quality watershed,
the Foundation helped The Conservation Fund acquire 9,021 acres in the
Brush Valley Watershed, which includes three reservoirs and Roaring Creek.
The property has benefited from sustainable timber management and contains
healthy populations of deer, bear, turkey, and grouse. The south branch
of Roaring Creek is an excellent trout fishery that supports natural trout
reproduction. A small trout nursery is located near the large reservoir.
The South Branch Roaring Creek Headwaters include hemlock palustrine
forest, a wetland forest of special concern to both the state and globally.
Such forests are dominated by eastern hemlock and occur in northern, wet
communities or in basins or slopes fed by groundwater seepage. This type
of forest provides habitat for several species of bird, including the Louisiana
waterthrush, wood thrush, song sparrow, and scarlet tanager.
Its plant community is ecologically important, too, providing a buffer for
sediment and pollution runoff from adjacent developed lands, even as it is
vulnerable because of its restrictive growing range, limited populations, and
widespread decline. Located just north of a valley filled with abandoned mine
locations, its preservation and public use have resulted in economic development
opportunities related to outdoor recreation.

The Louisiana waterthrush
is known as the feathered
trout, because it requires
high quality streams
for habitat.
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LAUREL HIGHLANDS

Leslie Tract
A PROJECT of the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy,
the 929-acre Leslie property was a high-priority
acquisition and contributed significant forestland
on Laurel Ridge to Gallitzin State Forest, just north
of Conemaugh Gorge. The project enhanced the
protection of a large conservation landscape of
more than 43,000 acres, including Laurel Ridge
State Park, Gallitzin State Forest, and State Game
Land 42, providing habitat for the ruffed grouse and
other native birds. It also enabled the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Bureau of Forestry and the Ruffed Grouse Society to
participate in the planning of this property to ensure
proper management for early successional habitat.
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The Leslie Tract in Cambria
County provides early
successional forest for a
variety of mammals, game
birds, and songbirds.

Jones’ rich forest system
in Fayette County supports
mountain bugbane and
other endangered plants.

Ruane and
Jones Tracts
THE FOUNDATION helped the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy acquire two tracts of private land
bordering Forbes State Forest near Uniontown in
Fayette County. The 875-acre Ruane Tract was at
the heart of a biologically diverse area, where large
outcroppings of bleached sandstone provide critical
habitat for the state’s endangered green salamander,
as well as the Allegheny wood rat, timber rattlesnakes,
and northern copperhead. Acquisition of the Ruane
property resulted in continuous public lands of
more than 18,000 acres. The Jones Tract, 256 acres,
is located in Wharton Township and lies within the
Stoney Fork Biological Diversity Area. It is home
to a shrub scrub swamp, Pennsylvania’s endangered
mountain pepper-bush, and the threatened mountain
bugbane plant.
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Intimate trails and fabulous
views characterize this
addition to Laurel Hill State
Park in Somerset County, PA.

Penn’s Scenic View
THE FOUNDATION’S GRANT allowed the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy to
protect 184 acres to be added to Laurel Hill State Park. The property is known for
a tower that offers expansive views of Laurel Hill State Park and the land beyond,
including Laurel Ridge and rolling valleys to the east. The property also includes
well-maintained buildings that can accommodate individuals and groups in a
relaxed setting in the heart of the Laurel Highlands.
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Gallitzin State Forest
Laurel Hill
IN JANUARY 2016, The Conservation Fund acquired the Laurel Hill property,
which, at the request of the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources, was added to the Gallitzin State Forest. The 3,850-acre
property, much of it above 2,000 feet in elevation along Laurel Ridge, is located
in Jackson Township, Cambria County. It includes significant stream frontage on
Laurel Run and good road access. These transactions roughly doubled the size of
this block of state forest and enhanced the ecological and recreational integrity
of existing public lands. This large land acquisition not only was successful, but
also significantly advanced major goals of the commonwealth by protecting open
spaces and watersheds; conserving excellent wildlife habitat for deer, bear, and
reptiles, including the timber rattlesnake; and providing outdoor recreation and
hunting lands for the public.

Much of the Laurel Hill
property is more than
2,000 feet above sea
level preserving cooler
and, at times, more
austere habitat.

Flight 93
Memorial Site
THE SEPTEMBER 11TH attacks were the deadliest
attacks on American soil by a foreign entity—
nearly 3,000 American lives were lost. Preserving
this place where history was made not only
memorializes the tragic story of that day, but also
honors the inspiring individuals on Flight 93 who
gave their lives to save others. In 2002, Congress
passed the Flight 93 Memorial Act that authorized
the creation of the Flight 93 National Memorial at
the crash site. Beginning in 2003, the Foundation
and The Conservation Fund partnered with the
National Park Service and the Pennsylvania Game
Commission to secure the integrity of the Flight 93
National Memorial and State Game Lands 93. The
latter were created to buffer these sacred lands and
provide additional recreation opportunities
for visitors.
Together with state and private donors, the
Foundation and The Conservation Fund to date
have permanently protected more than 600 acres of
land that are now part of State Game Lands 93, and
secured 834 acres of mineral rights on the memorial
site, ensuring that the land will remain undisturbed.
The Foundation also supported the planting of
thousands of hybridized American chestnut trees on
the site, contributing to ongoing efforts to restore
native species, including the American chestnut.
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The Flight 93 Memorial
site honors the American
heroes who gave their lives
to protect fellow citizens.

“A remote field in western Pennsylvania is
engraved in our memories as a place where
great acts of heroism and sacrifice took
place on a terrible day in September. Our
commonwealth is dedicated to protecting the
lands surrounding the Flight 93 Memorial as
a lasting tribute to those who lost their lives;
offering them for public use is a way for all
to reflect on and honor those who died.”
— Former Pennsylvania Governor Edward G. Rendell
34

Zoological Society
of Pittsburgh
Glen Savage Ranch
ZOO MANAGERS across North America faced a “mammoth” problem: the
inbreeding of African elephants. A single bull, Jackson, housed at Glen Savage
Ranch, had sired too many calves born in the United States and new bloodlines
were urgently needed. Working with The Conservation Fund, the Foundation
provided funding to the Zoological Society of Pittsburgh to acquire the 724-acre
Glen Savage Ranch and obtain a conservation easement from the zoo that is held
by the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, permanently protecting the land that
is now an International Conservation Center (ICC). The ICC provides housing
for and breeding of endangered species, including African elephants like Jackson.
Without successful breeding centers such as the ICC, the current captive African
elephant population would disappear within 40 to 50 years.

The International
Conservation Center in the
eastern Laurel Highlands
provides a breeding area
for African elephants.
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Gallitzin State Forest
Wenturine Brothers Tract
A GRANT BY THE FOUNDATION to The Conservation Fund was used to leverage
state funding to acquire the 673-acre Wenturine Brothers Tract and assure
swift conveyance to the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources for inclusion in the Gallitzin State Forest. With help from
the Foundation, the tract adjacent to the 3,850-acre Laurel Hill Tract was
conserved and incorporated into the Gallitzin State Forest. Both properties
are open to the public for hunting and other forms of recreation. The Gallitzin
State Forest protects part of the Appalachian mixed mesophytic forest ecoregion
located at the western edge of the Allegheny Plateau at an elevation of about
2,400 feet above sea level. As part of the lower reaches of an alpine-like climate,
the forest provides habitat for species such as birch trees, more commonly
found farther north in New England and Canada.
The Gallitzin State Forest
provides large trees for
neotropical songbirds,
such as the blackthroated blue warbler.
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Casey Laine
THE 106-ACRE PROPERTY purchased by the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy with assistance from
the Foundation is just south of the 4,062-acre
Laurel Hill State Park, with forested slopes leading
to floodplains and more than a mile of frontage
on Laurel Hill Creek. Located in Middle Creek
Township, Somerset County, this property protects
the quality of Laurel Hill Creek.

A mature forested
buffer runs along
Laurel Hill Creek.
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Its location within an Audubon Society Important
Bird Area will permanently protect habitat
priority areas for three species identified by the
Foundation’s Western Pennsylvania Healthy Forests
and Freshwater Habitat Business Plan: cerulean
warblers, Louisiana waterthrush, and eastern
brook trout.

With more than 3,400
feet of stream frontage,
the Sisters of St. Joseph
property will help protect
the water quality in the
North Branch Mill Creek
watershed.

Sisters of
St. Joseph
THE 103-ACRE SISTERS of St. Joseph property
is adjacent to Laurel Ridge State Park in close
proximity to State Game Lands 42. Together, the
park and game lands comprise more than 1,000
acres of contiguous public land in this portion of
Laurel Ridge. This parcel—protected by the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy with assistance from
the Foundation—offers expanded opportunities
for hiking, backpacking, low-impact camping,
cross-country skiing, bird watching, hunting, and
mountain biking.
The property is within the North Branch
Mill Creek watershed, a High Quality Cold Water
Fishery. Because of the presence of wild brook trout
in the headwaters of the stream, the area is the top
priority for protection in Trout Unlimited/Forbes
Trail Chapter’s Mill Creek conservation plan. It
also provides habitat for key species identified in
the Foundation’s conservation plan for the Laurel
Highlands, including the golden winged warbler,
the cerulean warbler, the black throated warbler, the
Louisiana waterthrush, and the eastern brook trout.

golden winged warbler

Vermivora chrysoptera

Beals
THE BEALS PROPERTY is adjacent to Laurel Ridge
State Park and in close proximity to Forbes State
Forest. The park and forest encompass more than
60,000 acres of contiguous public lands in this
portion of Laurel Ridge. This unique property
of just 30 acres in the headwaters of Shaffer Run,
a tributary of Laurel Hill Creek, includes one
of the most prolific spring systems in the Laurel
Highlands—generating over two million gallons
of clean water per day during periods of high flow.
The water quality is so outstanding that without
treatment it meets U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Safe Drinking Water Act requirements.
By acquiring this land with the Foundation’s help,
the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy primarily
sought to protect the springs and flow of clean
water to nearby streams. The property also provides
habitat for nearly all the key bird species identified
in the Foundation’s conservation plan for the Laurel
Highlands, as well as for eastern brook trout.

Each day two million
gallons of clean spring
water flow through this
site to Laurel Hill Creek.
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Younkin
LOCATED SOUTH OF Frank Lloyd Wright’s iconic
Fallingwater, this 58-acre property in the Laurel
Highlands sits between the 20,000-acre Ohiopyle
State Park and the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy’s 5,000-acre Bear Run Nature
Reserve. The property is a mix of fields and forests
with extensive frontage on Stulls Run, a short
distance from the Youghiogheny River. Protecting
this property helps maintain the quality of the
Youghiogheny, a target on the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy’s conservation blueprint. It also
protects part of an important view of the mountain
ridges to the east and the west. The Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy now manages the parcel
as part of its Bear Run Nature Reserve.

The Younkin property expands
the Bear Run Nature Reserve
and protects the viewshed along
Route 381 in Fayette County.
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LIGONIER VALLEY
PROTECTION
ABC Motel

great blue heron

Ardea herodias
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WITH FUNDING FROM THE FOUNDATION, the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy established a new,
one-acre-public access fishing area along Loyalhanna
Creek. Restoration efforts included demolition of
a decrepit motel on the property, as well as removal
of the septic system and underground oil tanks. A
gravel parking area was created and 45 native trees
and shrubs were planted. The property was reseeded
with a native grass mix before it was opened to the public.

Pingor Property
THE FOUNDATION supported the purchase of four acres
along Pennsylvania Route 30 at a critical entryway
to Ligonier and the Laurel Highlands, and expanded
the greenway in the Loyalhanna Creek corridor. The
property shares two boundaries with land owned
and managed as open space by the Loyalhanna
Watershed Association and is in close proximity
to several properties under conservation easements
held by the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.
The property is located within a rapidly expanding
network of protected land in the Route 30 corridor.
Like the ABC Motel site, this property is managed
by the Loyalhanna Watershed Association.

jack-in-the-pulpit

Arisaema triphyllum
Loyalhanna Gorge
provides a bucolic
entryway to Ligonier
along Route 30.
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Early snowfall on a
Ligonier Valley farm

Ligonier Farm Protection
WORKING WITH the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, the Foundation helped secure
easements on nine farms, comprising a total of 997 acres, located both north and
south of Ligonier. These properties include prime agricultural soils and scenic views
of the Ligonier Valley in Westmoreland County. The farms are within the Loyalhanna
Creek and Tubmill Creek watersheds, both of which have significant ecological value.
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Donovan and McVicker Easements
THE FOUNDATION provided funding to the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy for two agricultural easements—
the first is 46 acres south of Route 30, adjacent to the Lady of the Lake property, with frontage on the main
stem of Loyalhanna Creek. The second, the McVicker Farm, is 141 acres located north of Ligonier. These
acquisitions help protect the rural character of the area while also conserving important agricultural soils and
water quality in the Loyalhanna Creek watershed.

A misty morning in
the Ligonier Valley
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The Kinsey Tract
protects forestland along
Loyalhanna Creek.

Kinsey Tract
THE KINSEY TRACT, an approximately 179-acre
farm with significant conservation value in
Ligonier Township, was acquired by the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy with funding from
the Foundation. The property includes 2,000 feet
of frontage on a tributary that drains into the
Upper Loyalhanna Creek. Located near the
historic Forbes Trail, the land had been farmed
since the early 1800s.
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Marker Farm
THIS PROPERTY, a 244-acre working farm located
near Ligonier, had been farmed by the same family
since the mid-1800s. This agricultural easement
not only protects one of the highest quality farms
in the Laurel Highlands, but also water quality in
the Loyalhanna Creek watershed. This project was
a collaboration among the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy, the Loyalhanna Watershed
Association, and the Westmoreland County
Agricultural Lands Preservation Board.

“The easement conserves prime
agricultural soils, protects water quality
in the watershed, and protects a farm

Coordination and
collaboration among several
partners protect farmland
near Ligonier, PA.

that is culturally significant to the
Ligonier community.”
— Tom Saunders, President and CEO, 		
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy
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Nelson Property
LOCATED AT THE HEADWATERS of Loyalhanna Creek, the Nelson farm comprises
forests, fields, and wetlands with 2,500 feet of creek frontage, making it a key
parcel for protection in the decades-long effort to preserve the land, as well
as the significant natural and scenic character of the Ligonier Valley. Working
with the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, the Foundation provided funding
to purchase and protect 115 acres and help mitigate challenges to the area,
including sedimentation resulting from erosion and nutrient loading. Its
location in the headwaters of Loyalhanna Creek and its extensive creek frontage
make the Nelson property a key parcel for protection in the decades-long
effort to safeguard the significant natural and scenic character of the Ligonier
Valley. Protection of the Nelson property will build on a 30-year legacy of land
conservation in this portion of the Ligonier Valley.

Farmland conservation and
stream restoration enhance
Loyalhanna Creek.
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PITTSBURGH AND
SURROUNDING AREAS
Hays Park
IN 2016, the City of Pittsburgh was presented
with an opportunity unprecedented this century:
the ability to acquire nearly 600 acres, the largest
privately owned undeveloped parcel in the city, for
a new park. The Foundation partnered with the
Urban Redevelopment Authority and the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy to secure this land,
one of the largest acquisitions and dedications of
green space by a major city east of the Mississippi
since the 1930s. Mayor Bill Peduto expressed his
commitment to maintaining the land as open space
and ensuring it will remain a park in the future. The
land, he said, represents “a monumental addition to
our urban forests and hillsides. A thrilling present
for our 200th anniversary.”
Hays Park, as the property is known, is named
for James Hays, who had a mining operation on
the site in the early 1800s. The woodlands provide
one of the city’s best examples of its natural
environment, with six streams and a waterfall,
as well as a nesting site for American bald eagles.
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Hays Park, a new urban
park in Pittsburgh, supports
nesting bald eagles.

Todd Sanctuary
TODD SANCTUARY, THE FIRST RESERVE of the Audobon Society of Western Pennsylvania (ASWP) and one of
the oldest public reserves in the region, is part of the Buffalo Creek Valley Important Bird Area program
and a core property in the Buffalo Creek Watershed Conservation Plan—both administered by ASWP. The
Foundation helped acquire 152 acres of rugged landscape and rustic trails to provide a welcome retreat from
the highly manicured suburban world. Frequently sighted birds in this beautiful sanctuary include the blackthroated green warbler, wood thrush, scarlet tanager, indigo bunting, ruby-throated hummingbird, Louisiana
waterthrush, and “chinking” hooded warblers. Broad-winged hawks soar overhead and breed close to a cabin
on the reserve. The Foundation also helped ASWP acquire an easement on a 130-acre dairy farm that borders
the reserve on its western side, creating a buffer from development.

The Buffalo Creek
watershed protects
important bird areas.

Allegheny County Parks
North Park
AT MORE THAN 3,000 ACRES, North Park is the largest park within Allegheny
County. Located in the heavily developed northern region of the county, the
park’s amenities, including its lake, are much used. Fed by drainage
of a 14-square mile watershed and the north fork of Pine Creek, the lake
accumulated large amounts of sediment, which resulted in the loss of 15 of its
75 acres and imperiled its aquatic habitat. Although approvals were in place to
dredge the lake, the question of where to place the removed sediment remained.
Through the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, the Foundation funded
acquisition of a 64-acre former mining site that abuts the park to receive and
hold the sediment, thus minimizing impacts on the community.

South Park
FROM ITS INCEPTION, the Foundation supported Allegheny County’s efforts to
create and expand its park system. Allegheny County now has nine regional
parks that include nearly 12,000 acres of woodland, fields, and a variety of
amenities, such as pools, golf courses, and hiking trails. The regional parks
ring the City of Pittsburgh along the highway route of the Orange Belt and no
county resident is more than a 30 minute drive from a county park. Originally
used as a county fairground, South Park includes nearly 2,000 acres. The
Foundation’s grant to the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy allowed the
purchase of 14 acres that abutted South Park, both adding to the size of the park
and reducing the pressure of development.

North Park offers
residents many
outdoor options,
including fishing
on North Park Lake.
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The annual anniversary
of the Battle of Bushy
Run features live battle
reenactments.

Bushy Run Battlefield
Westmoreland County
THE FOUNDATION AND THE CONSERVATION FUND partnered with the Bushy Run
Battlefield Heritage Society to protect two parcels of land, totaling 65 acres, at the
site of the Battle of Bushy Run, a National Historic Landmark. Several historic
and cultural resources on the land are critical to protect the battle site of Pontiac’s
War, fought in August 1763. When The Conservation Fund and its partners
became involved, initial plans were in place to subdivide the land, which had
been left to a family as part of an estate settlement, for a housing development.
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NORTHWEST PENNSYLVANIA
Erie County
THE FOUNDATION helped the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy acquire 540 pristine acres along the
Lake Erie shoreline. Erie Bluffs State Park comprises
90-foot bluffs overlooking Lake Erie; frontage
on Elk Creek, the most popular steelhead fishing
stream in Erie County; and numerous other natural
communities, including black oak sand barrens and
lake plain swamp forests. The park is home to more
than 80 species of birds, 19 species of mammals, 94
species of fungi, and as many as 555 species of plants,
20 of which are species of conservation concern.

Lake Erie State Park
provides spectacular views
and steelhead fishing along
the shores of Lake Erie.
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Jenks Property
WORKING WITH the Lake Erie Regional Conservancy,
the Foundation acquired 93 acres of open space.
Adjacent to the Seaway Trail National Scenic
Byway and the Roderick State Game Land, the land
provides scenic, recreational, and natural resources.

Local citizens work to
increase protected lands
near Lake Erie.

steelhead trout

Oncorhynchus mykiss
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CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania Ridge
and Valley Forests
Glatfelter Tract
A BROAD-BASED COALITION of private and public
partners has protected more than 3,510 acres of
forestland across Bedford, Fulton, Huntingdon,
Cumberland, and York counties. This unique
opportunity was made possible with grant funds
from the Foundation, as well as the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources,
York County, Cumberland County, and the Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy.
“This acquisition will help us enhance what
we treasure in Pennsylvania—our beautiful
forests, streams, and natural areas. We will
Providing public access to
important forestlands

be able to protect wildlife habitat, and future
generations will be able to enjoy the land for
outdoor recreation, including hunting, fishing,
and hiking.”
— Retired State Forester Dan Devlin
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The Conservation Fund purchased the properties
for $9 million from Glatfelter Pulp Wood Company,
which is in the process of selling more than 20,000
acres of land throughout southern Pennsylvania.
Working with its partners, The Conservation Fund
identified parcels with the highest conservation
priorities. The 3,500-acre land-purchase package
comprises nine tracts, many of which lie within
Pennsylvania’s ridge and valley system and are
adjacent to existing public lands.
All but one parcel were transferred to
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources’ Bureau of Forestry as additions
to existing state forests. The remaining parcel of
more than 150 acres along the lower Susquehanna
River was transferred to York County to expand
Apollo County Park.

Glatfelter
Tree Farm
THIS 2,568-ACRE PROPERTY is located in the Michaux
State Forest near the Appalachian National Scenic
Trail in Adams County. Previously owned by the
Glatfelter Paper Company, this property was the last
remaining large block of private forestland of its size
in the South Mountain conservation landscape. It
features high-value habitat for a number of plants
and animals the state lists as endangered.
Because of its proximity to Gettysburg and
Liberty Mountain Resort in Pennsylvania, Catoctin
Mountain Park in Maryland, and the BaltimoreWashington metropolitan area, there was strong
pressure to develop the land. The Conservation
Fund acquired the property and transferred it to
the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources as an addition to the
Michaux State Forest that offered multiple benefits,
including habitat and water quality protection, as
well as a working forest that supports timber jobs
and a variety of outdoor recreational activities.
A partnership among the Foundation, the
USDA Forest Legacy Program, the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources, and private donors provided funding
for this project.

Named for French botanist,
Andre Michaux, Michaux
State Forest protects the
integrity and views of the
Appalachian Trail.
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Indian Caverns
INDIAN CAVERNS is a naturally formed limestone
cave along Pennsylvania Route 45 in the Spruce
Creek Valley, 17 miles southwest of State College.
Under approximately 16 acres of private land in
Franklin Township, Huntingdon County, the
cave’s entrance is at the base of the western slope of
Tussey Mountain just a short distance from, and
about 50 feet above, the banks of Spruce Creek. The
Pennsylvania Game Commission and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service have identified Indian Caverns
as a high priority conservation target for restoring
bat habitat. Nearby Spruce Creek is an aquatic
conservation target on the Western Pennsylvania
Conservancy’s Conservation Blueprint. State Game
Land 176 is located in the upper headwaters, and the
large Rothrock State Forest covers much of Tussey
Mountain above the creek. Spruce Creek is classified
as a High Quality Cold Water Fishery and a Class A
Wild Trout Fishery that supports robust fly-fishing
experiences on private land now open to the public
at this location.

The Indian Caverns
property includes a bat
hibernaculum and public
access for trout fishing
along Spruce Creek.
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Thompson Woods offers
hiking and biking for
residents of State College,
PA, including Penn State
University students.

Thompson Woods
THE THOMPSON WOODS PRESERVE, within walking distance of downtown State
College and Penn State University, provides a natural setting with unique
features—made vulnerable by its location in an urban setting. The preserve
consists of two forest parcels. The eastern parcel is home to black cherry, maple,
oak, and hickory trees, as well as Norway spruce and Scotch pine; the western
parcel is home to black walnut, eastern hemlocks, and a variety of viburnum.
The Foundation provided funding to the Clearwater Conservancy to
purchase the Thompson Woods Preserve, which includes more than 43 acres
of undeveloped forested land. It is one of the few remaining forested green
spaces within the developed area of the region, and uniquely situated to connect
existing parks and historic properties, protecting and creating a corridor of open
space in the urban core of Centre County.
This preserve also protects Thompson Meadow Spring, which harbors a rare
community of plants and animals, buffering it from existing development higher
in its watershed. Thompson Run and Walnut Run, tributaries of Slab Cabin
Run and Spring Creek, border the property. Acquiring the property as a public
preserve has protected these waterways and insulated downstream areas such
as Millbrook Marsh from the effects of sedimentation and storm water runoff.
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Historical and Current Projects
Historical Projects

NY

Adirondack
Conservation
Easements
THE ACQUISITION of conservation easements
on nearly 255,000 acres of working forestlands
by The Conservation Fund, with the Foundation’s
support, is one of the largest land conservation
projects in New York history. The Conservation
Fund served as the lead environmental partner
on behalf of the State of New York, assessing
the forest’s natural resources, providing land-use
recommendations, and negotiating the conditions
of the conservation easement.
The protected lands conserve sensitive wildlife
habitat, safeguard water quality, and provide
sustainably managed, working forests to benefit
the Adirondack region’s economy. Conservation of
forests at this scale offers unparalleled benefits to
wildlife and jobs, complementing state lands and
other conserved working forests.
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The forests, which remain largely privately owned,
are managed according to Sustainable Forestry
Initiative standards. The agreement restricts future
development and subdivision on the property
and maintains open space in the park; creates
new camping, hiking, and other public recreation
opportunities; protects major river corridors,
including the St. Regis, Kunjamuck, and Sacandaga;
and conserves critical wildlife habitat for spruce
grouse, endangered bats, and several rare plant bogs.

Freshwater streams
abound in the six-million
acre Adirondack Preserve.

North Woods Maine
THROUGH COLLABORATION with the Appalachian Mountain Club, the Foundation
facilitated protection of 400,000 acres of Maine’s Northern Forest through
fee purchase and conservation easements. The land is the southern anchor of
a contiguous protected land corridor of more than 500,000 acres. It stretches
more than 60 miles—from Moosehead Lake through the 100-Mile Wilderness,
along the Appalachian Trail to Baxter State Park and the Katahdin Woods and
Waters National Monument. State and federal governments and The Nature
Conservancy also own lands within the corridor, which is buffered by over
250,000 acres of working forest conservation easements and encompasses 23
lakes and ponds, 150 miles of rivers and streams, 3,500-foot Baker Mountain,
Caribou Bog, and multiple stands of mature and high-elevation forests that
provide critical wildlife habitat for species of conservation concern. The property
buffers 17 miles of the Appalachian Trail corridor and 23 miles of the west branch
of the Pleasant River. This land protection project is part of a broader effort
that has permanently conserved nearly three million acres in the Moosehead
Lake region and across the Maine North Woods during the last 20 years. The
project has played a significant role in creating a new destination for four-season
outdoor recreation and strengthening the local economy through ecotourism and
sustainable forestry.

Protected land in Maine’s
northern forest supports
four-season outdoor
recreation.

ME

Littlejohn Island
THE FOUNDATION collaborated with Friends of the
Royal River to purchase for protection 23 acres
on Littlejohn Island, near Yarmouth, Maine. This
coastal property provides views of Casco Bay, rocky
beaches, and stately red oaks that offer perches to
American bald eagles and great horned owls. The
1.3-mile loop trail along the road hugs the coast
with fine views of surrounding islands and toward
Portland. Accessible year-round, it is used primarily
for hiking, walking, nature trips, and birding.

The trail on Littlejohn
Island Preserve offers
numerous scenic views of
Casco Bay, tide pools and
ledges, and a picnic area.

ME
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Rocky Lake
WORKING WITH THE MAINE COAST HERITAGE TRUST, the Foundation enabled the
protection of Rocky Lake, a critically located 2,353 acres of forestland and six
miles of lake and river frontage. Rocky Lake connects Moosehorn National
Wildlife Refuge and the Cutler Coast Public Reserved Land, providing
a seamless 23,000 acres of protected habitat and, it is hoped, eventual
restoration of passage for 12 species of anadromous fish.

Lakefront property
now open to the public
reconnects lakes and
streams for spawning
alewife and other fish.
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Bold Coast
WHILE MUCH OF THE U.S. EAST COAST has succumbed
to development, Maine’s Bold Coast remains an
exception. With high cliffs that drop straight into
the ocean, scattered cobble beaches, grassland
barrens, cedar swamps, peat lands, and fens, the
Bold Coast is true wilderness. To preserve and
protect these stunningly beautiful landscapes, the
Foundation helped Maine Coast Heritage Trust
acquire land, totaling 2,655 acres, in two separate
transactions. The first purchase of nearly 2,500
acres included Bog Cove Farm and Moose Cove.
The second purchase, a total of 155 acres, connected
these two areas by adding another three-quarters of
a mile (48 acres) of coastline, as well as 107 acres of
land for parking and hiking trails.
Stunning views and
critical habitat abound
along Maine’s coast.
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Downeast Lakes
Typhoon Property

ME

ENCOMPASSING 26 MILLION ACRES of contiguous forestland across Maine,
New Hampshire, New York, and Vermont, the Northern Forest is one
of the nation’s most vital—and vulnerable—natural areas.
To safeguard these important lands, The Conservation Fund, with support
from the Foundation, joined with the New England Forestry Foundation,
the State of Maine, and the Downeast Lakes Land Trust to protect 311,684
acres of working forestland in Downeast Maine, the second largest forestland
conservation easement in the nation’s history. The protection of the region’s
working forestland by way of this conservation easement and an access
easement will permanently shelter the forest from development, ensure ongoing
sustainable forestry practices, and provide perpetual public access for hunting,
fishing, hiking, birding, and boating.
The lands contain 54 lakes with 336 miles of lake shoreline and more than
1,500 miles of river and stream shoreline in the Machias, East Machias, Dennys,
Mattawamkeag, and St. Croix River watersheds. There are at least eight active
American bald eagle nests and 33 nesting pairs of loons, representing seven
percent of the loons in northern Maine. Together, the lakes and 50,800 acres
of wetlands provide habitat for 180 bird species, including 23 species of warblers,
American black ducks, and wood ducks.

Protected forests, rivers,
lakes, and ponds offer
Maine’s residents and
visitors access to public
lands for recreation.
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More than 17 miles of
lake shore and 90 miles
of stream shore were
protected in the West
Grand Lake effort.

Downeast Lakes Forestry Partnership
West Grand Lake Community Forest
IN 2012, THE FOUNDATION provided funding to the Downeast Lakes Land Trust, making it possible for the State
of Maine to conserve 21,870 acres of forestland within the Downeast Lakes Forest. This land fills in a previously
unprotected “donut hole” within the nearly 312,000-acre protected area and connects it with one million acres
of already-conserved lands. The Downeast Lakes project brings together an extraordinary group of public and
private partners: the Foundation, The Conservation Fund, the New England Forestry Foundation, the State of
Maine, The Nature Conservancy, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Conservation Fund.
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East Grand Lake
WITH FINANCIAL BACKING from the Foundation, The Conservation Fund, through
its Working Forest Fund, purchased 12,010 acres on the headwater lakes of the
St. Croix River in Orient and Weston, Maine. Made possible in part with
funding from the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest Legacy Program through the Land
and Water Conservation Fund, The Conservation Fund conveyed 5,992 acres
and a conservation easement on 1,494 acres to the Maine Bureau of Parks and
Lands. Managed as a working forest for more than a century, the land will now
provide access for hunting, guiding, snowmobiling, ATV riding, and fishing on
East Grand Lake.
The newly conserved land is being sustainably harvested for timber and
protects the largest white tail deer wintering area in the region, as well as a key
waterfowl habitat. The Conservation Fund continues to own and sustainably
manage its remaining interest in the Town of Weston while working with
community partners to secure the funding necessary to permanently conserve
these remaining acres.

East Grand Lake is located
between the State of Maine
and Canada’s province
of New Brunswick. The
international border runs
through the lake.

common loon

Colymbus glacialis
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“This preservation of Orient, Maine, is great
news for working forests, as well as the hunters,
anglers, snowmobilers, and other outdoor
enthusiasts who enjoy using the forestland
surrounding East Grand Lake.”
— U.S. Senators Susan Collins (R-ME) and Angus King (I-ME)
in a joint statement

NH
The acquisition of Success Pond
and the Umbagog National
Wildlife Refuge preserves natural
habitat while also maintaining
forestry jobs.

Mahoosuc Gateway
Success Pond
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE depends upon its great
outdoors for jobs, recreation, and quality of life.
With the Foundation’s support, The Conservation
Fund is keeping these connections intact by
protecting 8,742 acres of working forest that
encircles the aptly named Success Pond.
This project is central to a rich mosaic of public
lands spanning the New Hampshire-Maine border,
including the White Mountain National Forest, the
National Appalachian Scenic Trail, and Umbagog
National Wildlife Refuge. Considered one of the
highest priority habitats in the state, it comprises
critical habitat for rare, threatened, and endangered
species, including the federally threatened Canada
lynx and the regionally endangered Bicknell’s
thrush. In addition to quality forestland, it includes
more than 300 acres of critical wetland habitat.
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In this heavily land-based economy, the project,
which includes a combination of grant and
program-related investment funding from the
Foundation, will maintain forestry jobs, wood
products, and timber and fiber production, as well
as keep recreational lands open for the public.
The Conservation Fund is working with the
State of New Hampshire to finalize the sale of a
Forest Legacy easement to the state. Once the sale
of the conservation easement has been completed,
The Conservation Fund will promote the property
on the private market so it can continue to
contribute to the local economy through sustainable
forest management. This effort is part of a larger
conservation initiative by The Conservation Fund
that includes an additional 20,000 contiguous acres.

Four State Forest

Careful forest planning
ensures proper habitat
to support the Canada
lynx population.

AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 21ST CENTURY, plans
were underway to convert much of the working
timberland to subdivision and development
in the 26-million acre Northern Forest region,
encompassing land in Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, and New York. With the Foundation’s
support, The Conservation Fund seized a rare
opportunity to purchase a total of 30,234 acres,
stretching from the Tug Hill Plateau of New York
to the mountains of western Maine.

Protecting these forests and linking them with
other conservation lands leverages landscape
protection of several tracts that includes critical
habitats and diverse public recreation lands in
proximity to New York’s Adirondack Park and
central Vermont. Many of these properties will
expand and connect large, state-designated, critical
habitat blocks for free ranging mammals, including
the Canada lynx, a federally threatened species at
risk of becoming endangered.
Permanent conservation funding has been
secured for more than 12,000 acres, including the
conveyance of the 4,087-acre tract in Maine
to Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge;
5,435 acres of premier native brook trout fisheries
on the Beebe River in New Hampshire; an addition
of 635 acres to the National Appalachian Scenic
Trail in Vermont; and the purchase by the Milan
Community Forest of a 578-acre tract in New
Hampshire. These project lands are crucial to
local economies not only because they offer local
communities public access to outdoor recreation
opportunities, but also because they protect
beautiful, beloved spaces.

NY
VT
NH
ME
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NY

Kendall and
Cranberry Lake
BUILDING ON ITS LAND PROTECTION project work
with The Conservation Fund since the early 1990s,
the Foundation most recently made possible the
purchase and conservation of two land tracts. The
Kendall Tract in the Tug Hill region of central
New York and the Cranberry Lake Tract in the sixmillion-acre Adirondack State Park were purchased
together in 2015 and represent a combined total of
11,398 acres. The Foundation’s support was pivotal
in helping The Conservation Fund and the New
York State Department of Conservation ensure
the lands will be open in perpetuity for traditional
recreational uses such as private hunting camps
and state-sanctioned snowmobile trails, both of
which provide a vital customer base to recreationbased economies.
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Approximately 3,230 acres of the Kendall
property were conveyed to the State of New York
in April 2017 to establish the Stavemill State Forest.
A conservation easement was conveyed over the
remaining six acres to Tug Hill Tomorrow Land
Trust and the property then was sold to Stavemill
Hunt Club, the local organization that had been
leasing the hunting rights for decades.
More than five miles of the south branch of
the Grasse River’s headwaters flow through the
historically well-managed Cranberry Lake Forest on
their way north to the Saint Lawrence Seaway. The
Conservation Fund continues to work with the State
of New York to develop permanent conservation
and recreational access agreements on this 8,162acre property. These activities include procuring
ownership of the Grasse River corridor for the state
and completing the missing patch in a tapestry of
state lands and existing working forest conservation
easements in the northwestern Adirondacks.

Adirondack Park,
home to Cranberry Lake,
contains the largest
intact temperate forest
in the world.

Cowee Forest
WITH VITAL SUPPORT FROM THE FOUNDATION, The
Conservation Fund purchased 23,053 acres of
working forestland in New York, Vermont, and
Massachusetts in 2017. Known as Cowee Forest,
the lands provide critical connections to existing
conserved areas and recreational resources, including
access to the Taconic Crest Trail and the Rensselaer
Plateau, as well as protection for crucial wildlife
habitat within a short distance of Albany, New York,
and Bennington, Vermont.
The Cowee Forest lands, assembled over
generations to support a wood products
manufacturing mill, were sold to an investment
fund in 2009. The Conservation Fund recognized
the importance of ensuring that this large forest,
which supplies wood to local mills that support
nearly 100 forestry-based jobs, be protected from
subdivision and conversion to non-forest uses.
The Foundation’s funding has provided a critical
window for the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation to create and
implement permanent protection strategies on
the New York lands, and done the same for local
communities and other partners in Vermont and
Massachusetts. A large portion of the permanent
conservation funding for the New York land will

Spanning three states,
Cowee Forest safeguards
more than 23,000 acres
of forestland that provides
habitat for native fish and
birds, as well as supports
local economies.

come from the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest Legacy
Program through the Land and Water Conservation
Fund. Under The Conservation Fund’s temporary
ownership, it will pay property taxes and sustainably
manage the forest for timber resources and a variety
of conservation benefits, including wildlife habitat
protection and public recreational access for hiking,
biking, fishing, snowmobiling, and cross-country
skiing. “The Conservation Fund’s acquisition of the
23,000 acre Cowee Forest is wonderful news,” said
U.S. Senator Charles Schumer. “The permanent
protection of this working forestland will be just
another example of the important conservation
work these invaluable federal programs help
bring about.”
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Florida’s Big Bend: Lower Suwannee
National Wildlife Refuge
Cross City Forest
IN DIXIE COUNTY, THE TIMBER INDUSTRY is the
community’s largest employer—making timber
companies ideal local collaborators in conservation
endeavors. The Conservation Fund, with support
from the Foundation and working in partnership
with The Lyme Timber Company, embarked on an
effort to conserve 46,700 acres of the Cross City
Forest adjacent to the Lower Suwannee National
Wildlife Refuge. With funding from the state’s
Florida Forever program, an easement on the first
phase of 8,138 acres has been completed.
The easement protects critical wildlife habitat,
as well as water quantity and quality to the Gulf
of Mexico. It also protects freshwater inputs
that drain into the Suwannee River—the largest
undeveloped river delta system in the nation—and
the Big Bend Sea Grasses Aquatic Preserve, one of
the most extensive submerged sea grass meadows
in continental North America. These lands provide
sensitive habitat for an abundance of wildlife,
including the Gulf sturgeon, gopher tortoise,
Florida black bear, and a host of migratory and
resident birds.
The Foundation also provided $300,000 to
The Conservation Fund to conduct a comprehensive
analysis of the Big Bend Preserve’s economy and
help guide conservation priorities. “Our tourism is
completely dependent on natural resources, while
industrial development depends on greater use of
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the same resources,” said one county administrator
about the report. “The greatest need is to continue
maintaining and monitoring that balance and to
sustain the area’s tourism, economy, and our quality
of life.”
In addition to protecting the ecosystem, the
easement will preserve the community’s forestry
jobs, keep the land on tax rolls, and maintain
the local hunt club tradition. A second phase is
underway with funding from the Natural Resource
Conservation Service’s Regional Conservation
Partnership Program. Conservation of the entire
Lyme Cross City Forest will create 196,000
contiguous acres of protected lands along Florida’s
Gulf Coast. Funding for future conservation
easements could come from state and federal
programs, including Florida Forever, the Regional
Conservation Partnership Program, and the
Gulf Coast’s Deepwater Horizon catastropherelated funding.

The conservation easement on the
Cross City Forest property assures
that forest systems will continue to
protect both fresh water and jobs in
the Big Bend region of Florida.

Sansavilla Wildlife
Management Area
Altamaha River Protection
THE ALTAMAHA RIVER, Georgia’s largest free-flowing river, winds 137 miles from
the center of the state all the way to the Atlantic Ocean. Its expansive watershed,
one of the largest on the East Coast, creates a diverse ecosystem teeming with
plant and animal species, many of which are rare and endangered. As a result, the
Altamaha River corridor, with its high ecological values, recreation opportunities,
and amazing beauty, is one of Georgia’s most important conservation regions.
For years, the State of Georgia eyed the last unprotected link located on the
southern side of the river corridor within a chain of conserved lands. Known as
the Sansavilla property, this 19,515-acre stretch of pristine hardwood and pine
forest provides habitat for gopher tortoise and indigo snake. Support from the
Foundation, coupled with funds from the Georgia Clean Water Revolving Fund
and the Knobloch Family Foundation, enabled The Conservation Fund to
purchase the property in 2014. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources
has since acquired the land in three phases while The Conservation Fund
manages the property’s industrial pine plantation timber in alignment with the
state’s wildlife goals.

Workers plant native
pine to reestablish
natural ecosystems
in the Altamaha River
watershed.
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A cooperative effort with
the U.S. Department of
Defense protects an Army
base from sprawl and
safeguards critical habitat
for the gopher tortoise.

Bullard Creek Wildlife
Management Area
Fort Stewart Army
Compatible Use Buffer
BUILDING ON ITS SUPPORT of work along Georgia’s Altamaha River, the
Foundation proudly helped The Conservation Fund acquire 14,225 acres in
southeast Georgia. The land comprises more than 7,000 acres previously leased
as part of the Bullard Creek Wildlife Management Area, including frontage on
the Altamaha River. The state sought to secure permanent access to this land as
a recreational area and to promote gopher tortoise habitat.
Much of the remaining land will serve a dual purpose: protecting habitat and
providing a forested buffer to the U.S. Army’s Fort Stewart. The Army, through
its Compatible Use Buffer program, will purchase a conservation easement from
The Conservation Fund to stop the encroachment of incompatible development
that could compromise training and military readiness.

eastern indigo snake

Drymarchon couperi
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THE GOPHER TORTOISE
A Crucial Link in the
Conservation Chain
The gopher tortoise is the only land tortoise native to the
Southeast, living in sandy soil ridges often associated with
the longleaf pine savannahs of Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. It dwells
in pine forests with deep, well-drained soils and an open
understory that provides food and sites for burrows.
As its name implies, the gopher tortoise digs burrows of
up to 40 feet in length that allow it to escape from heat and
danger. These burrows are a unique climate resiliency feature
of southeastern landscapes, harboring many other wildlife
species. The gopher tortoise is considered a keystone species
of longleaf pine forests, one of the most biologically diverse
ecosystems in the world, because its presence supports the
stability of more than 375 other animal species. As longleaf
pine forests have declined because of development, fire
suppression, and other causes, gopher tortoise numbers
have declined, too. The gopher tortoise is state listed as a
threatened species in Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina,
and is state and federally listed in Mississippi, Louisiana,
and parts of Alabama.
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The elusive but essential
gopher tortoise and its
den can provide habitat
for more than 100 species
of animals.
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Namekagon Brule
River Barrens
St. Croix River
BOTH THE PINE BARRENS themselves and several endangered bird species that
lived in the Namekagon Brule River Barrens were in peril because of increased
fragmentation of the land. Through The Conservation Fund, the Foundation
helped acquire for protection 72,478 acres of forestland that had been assembled
and managed by Wisconsin-based Wausau Paper Company, and sold at auction
in 2011. The Conservation Fund partnered with a timber investor to purchase the
land and secure an option contract for a working forest conservation easement.
The easement, considered the largest conservation project in Wisconsin’s history,
was funded over several years and completed in 2015. Permanent conservation
measures ensure the globally significant Pine Barrens in Bayfield, Burnett,
Douglas, and Washburn counties are protected under easement, conserving
important natural resources, wildlife habitat, and recreational opportunities, as
well as maintaining sustainable timber operations that support the local economy.

The name “Namekagon”
comes from the Ojbwe Indians
and means “River at the place
abundant with sturgeon.”

WI

Meadows and forests
support game species and
other wildlife, as well as
local jobs.

Twin Lakes Conservation Area
WITH THE FOUNDATION’S SUPPORT, The Conservation
Fund acquired 13,732 acres in the Twin Lakes
Conservation Area and secured its permanent
protection through the sale of a working forest
easement to the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WIDNR). Owned for generations by
Consolidated Paper Company, and more recently
by timber investors, the Twin Lakes Legacy
Forest continues to provide a sustainable supply
of forest products and jobs, while also ensuring
and enhancing access to outdoor recreation and
protecting habitat for important game and

non-game species. Wisconsin’s timberlands play a
vital role in the state’s economy, providing hundreds
of thousands of jobs. Billions of dollars in private
timberland support and investments from the state’s
Knowles-Nelson Stewardship Program, including
permanent protection of the Twin Lakes Legacy
Forest, ensure the continuance of Wisconsin’s
forest industry by limiting the subdivision of large
forest properties and complementing the active
management of adjacent public lands.
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“The Conservation Fund is pleased
to partner with the WIDNR and
the foresters working in this part
of Iron County to help secure the
state’s private wood basket.”
—Tom Duffus, Vice President, The Conservation Fund, Midwest
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Upper Mississippi Forest
Blandin Paper Company
MINNESOTA EXEMPLIFIES a nationwide trend in forest loss: In the last 20 years,
the state lost more than one third of its industrial forestland. During the next
20 years, the U.S. Forest Service estimates that some 45 million acres of private
forestland nationwide will become housing subdivisions, retail developments,
vineyards, and other land features.
In 2010, after a 10-year effort, The Conservation Fund completed a working
forest conservation easement—the largest conservation deal in state history—
with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR) and Blandin
Paper Company (UPM) that forever protects 188,621 acres of north woods
forests, wetlands, and shoreline currently owned by UPM. UPM is one of the
largest paper companies in the world and one of the last to still own its
wood base.
This project in the upper Mississippi watershed in Minnesota stitches together
more than 4,000 square miles of public and private forests and conserves more
than 60,000 acres of wetlands and more than 280 miles of stream, lake, and
river frontage. These lands and waters provide a home for a colorful collection
of wildlife, including wolves, black bear, eagles, great gray owls, osprey, ruffed
grouse, woodcock, and neo-tropical migratory songbirds, as well as rare plants
such as triangle moonwort, hidden-fruit bladderwort, white adder’s mouth,
and dragon’s mouth. Benefits to the public include cleaner drinking water for
millions of people in the region, as well as access to land and water for hiking,
hunting, fishing, birding, snowmobiling, and other recreational activities.

MN

By keeping the property as a working forest that supplies high-value forest
products to 17 manufacturing facilities in Minnesota, more than 3,200 working
families and hundreds more in related businesses will continue to be supported.
The easement on the UPM lands not only prevents development and subdivision
but also prohibits alteration of water channels, wetlands, streams, and rivers.
UPM will be required to follow internationally accepted sustainable forest
management practices and obtain certification through the Forest Stewardship
Council or the Sustainable Forestry Initiative, with compliance auditing done
by the MNDNR.
The Conservation Fund helped negotiate the easement and secured funding
for the $44-million project, which involved the largest cumulative private gift
to conservation in the state’s history, as well as a voter-approved ballot initiative
to fund conservation projects. The Nature Conservancy assisted with public
funding efforts. The funding for the Outdoor Heritage Council was generated
from the additional sales tax authorized by the Clean Water, Land, and
Legacy constitutional amendment approved by Minnesota voters in 2008. The
Conservation Fund provided $9.75 million of private funding through grants
from the Foundation, as well as the Blandin Foundation and a grant from the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s Walmart’s Acres for America program.
The project complements the goals of MNDNR’s Minnesota Forests for the
Future program and is supported by more than 60 local, state, and national
conservation, government, and economic development organizations, including
The Nature Conservancy, The Trust for Public Land, Minnesota Deer Hunters
Association, Minnesota Land Trust, Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce,
Minnesota Forest Industries, and Minnesota Forest Resources Council.

The Upper Mississippi
Forest includes parts of
rivers, lakes, streams, and
wetlands that feed into
the Upper Mississippi
River, providing water to
millions of people.
great gray owl

Strix nebulosa
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Lower Cheat Canyon
RENOWNED FOR ITS WHITEWATER rapids and rich beauty and biodiversity, the
Cheat Canyon area has long been a conservationist’s prize. Black bears, bobcats,
bats, and large-flowered Barbara’s buttons are just some of the fauna and flora
found in the area. Cheat Canyon is home to the endangered Indiana bat,
and the only habitat on earth for the extremely rare flat-spired three-toothed
snail, categorized as threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The
canyon affords many opportunities for recreation: rafters and kayakers tackle
the class III-IV rapids of the Cheat River while anglers lure smallmouth bass.
Hunters track deer, turkey, and bears, and hikers and birdwatchers explore the
surrounding wilderness.
Attempts over the years to save the Cheat stalled, but the community
continued to rally for its protection. In 2004, The Conservation Fund purchased
1,092 acres of forestland, cave, and riverbank along the Cheat River. More than
$7 million was raised for the project through a variety of public and private
sources, including the Foundation, The Nature Conservancy, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s Cooperative Endangered Species Conservation Fund, and the
West Virginia Outdoor Heritage Conservation Fund.

American black bear

Ursus americanus
Recreational opportunities
on the Cheat River are within
easy reach for residents of
West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
and Maryland.

WV
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Oglebay Park
OGLEBAY PARK is not only part of the only self-sustaining public park system in
the United States, but also West Virginia’s largest tourist attraction and one of
the Wheeling area’s largest employers. Part of the park’s charm is that it’s located
just outside an urban area, but retains a distinctly rural feel, an important feature
for attracting visitors to its golf courses, lodge, and other tourist activities. To
protect the pristine view shed, the Oglebay Foundation, with the aid of the
Foundation, purchased 200 acres that adjoin the northern boundary of the park.

Oglebay Park is an exemplary
model of a public-private
park management system.
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Logan, West Virginia
Elk Habitat
THE FOUNDATION’S INVESTMENT in the purchase of 32,396 acres in southern
West Virginia eventually will create the state’s largest, conserved block of prime
habitat for elk reintroduction, as well as aid community redevelopment. This
historic conservation purchase will establish a vast protected landscape of
sustainably managed land, support working forests and forestry-based jobs, and
increase tourism opportunities for public hunting and other forms of wildlife
associated recreation.
The Conservation Fund has worked with the West Virginia Department of
Natural Resources (WVDNR) to permanently conserve this property in two
phases: first with the conveyance of 16,167 acres to the WVDNR for ownership
and management and then the conveyance of a conservation easement over the
remaining 16,229 acres. Through this conservation effort, West Virginia joins a
multi-state effort to restore elk to the Appalachian region.
The reclaimed mine lands that are part of the overall Logan acreage will
provide ideal grassland and forest habitat for a variety of wildlife species,
including elk, deer, wild turkey, golden winged warbler, and grassland birds.
Last seen at the end of the Civil War, 1,000-pound elk roamed West Virginia two
centuries ago. The prospect of bringing the animals back to the state for wildlife
viewing and hunting has triggered excitement across the region, not least of all
for the ecotourism opportunities the elk will provide. The first herd of elk was
released in December 2016 and as of July 2017 at least two calves have been
born into the herd.

“As tourism grows in West Virginia, this will
be a wonderful new opportunity for outdoor
recreation that our residents and visitors
can enjoy.”
— Governor Earl Ray Tomblin
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For the first time in more
than a century, elk again
roam in West Virginia.

Skinner Mountain Forest
THE CUMBERLAND PLATEAU—running from northern
Alabama and northwestern Georgia to eastern
Tennessee and Kentucky—contains some of
the largest stretches of contiguous forest in the
eastern United States, and is designated as a high
priority in Tennessee’s State Wildlife Action Plan.
The Conservation Fund, with funding from the
Foundation, acquired 14,770 acres of forestland
to prevent its fragmentation, protect important
ecological sites on the property, and allow
public hunting.
Adjacent to the existing Skinner Wildlife
Management Area, a permanent conservation
solution at Skinner Mountain Forest will create an
18,000-acre area of protected lands. With 160,000
conserved acres within 15 miles, the acquisition of
key parcels greatly enhances the region’s wildlife
habitat, contributes to improved water quality in

the East Fork Obey River watershed, helps lessen
the impacts of climate change, and provides the
public with enhanced recreational and ecotourism
opportunities.
The Skinner Mountain Forest forms part of a
karst landscape that contains one of the highest cave
densities on earth. The Mountain Eye Cave, more
than 15 miles long and 280 feet deep, is the only
large cave in the East Fork Obey River Valley. Its
protection will preserve critical habitats for at-risk
species, including the endangered gray bat and
Indiana bat and the threatened northern long-eared
bat, as well as the eastern small-footed bat and the
Rafinesque’s big-eared bat.

“I grew up hiking the mountains of East Tennessee and believe it is
important to preserve our state’s beautiful land, water resources, and

Below these Tennessee
mountains lies an extensive
cave system, including a
hibernaculum which is
essential for bat survival.

recreation areas so future generations have the same opportunities to
enjoy them as I’ve had. Outdoor recreation—which is made possible
by preserving and protecting our state’s natural resources—generates
about $21.6 billion in economic activity and 188,000 good-paying jobs
for our state. I commend the Richard King Mellon Foundation and The
Conservation Fund for working with federal, state, and local officials to

TN

protect Tennessee’s and the nation’s lands and heritage.”
— Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN)
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Charles M. Russell
National Wildlife Refuge
Wiederrick Ranch
Greater sage grouse males
are known for their elaborate
displays, called lekking, to
entice discerning females
for mating.

MT
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THE CHARLES M. RUSSELL NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, characterized by expansive
badlands and cottonwood river bottoms, is a diverse ecosystem in the middle
of a sea of grass that is the Northern Great Plains. The area has not changed
much since Lewis and Clark explored the Missouri River. Elk, usually found
in the mountains, range freely in the refuge; bighorn sheep can be seen on the
ledges and ridges; and a staggering 236 species of birds have been identified
within its boundaries. An abundance of deer, elk, and big horn sheep make
for unparalleled hunting opportunities in the massive refuge.
To help preserve the pristine nature of this magnificent and historic Montana
landscape with the Missouri River at its heart, The Conservation Fund, with
support from the Foundation, protected 5,056 acres within the refuge and, in
partnership with the American Prairie Reserve, 42,750 acres of grazing permits
on the Wiederrick Ranch.

Lesser Prairie Chicken
Habitat Preservation
Sand Ranch
BECAUSE OF ITS RESTRICTED and patchy range, the lesser prairie chicken is
vulnerable to habitat destruction. To protect and preserve its habitat and that
of other vulnerable animals, including the sand dune lizard, which, like the
lesser prairie chicken, is found few places in the world, the Foundation helped
The Conservation Fund purchase 44,722 acres in southeast New Mexico. This
purchase not only protected critical habitat, but also enabled The Conservation
Fund to acquire and retire grazing rights at Sand Ranch.

“A campout in the badlands with the jumble of
carved and stratified buttes, perhaps mellowed
by the setting sun or set off by cloud formations
at dawn, leaves nothing to be desired.
Simplicity on a grand scale is a keynote of this
whole outdoor picture.”
— Olaus Murie, pioneer wildlife biologist

The lesser prairie chicken
is vulnerable to habitat loss.

NM
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Quail Ranch acts as
a research site to study
ranch management
techniques that support
native game birds and
other avian species.

Quail Ranch
Texas A&M
Experiment Station
THE MARTIN RANCH property secured 4,766 acres, most of which is prime habitat
for bobwhite quail and associated grassland bird species, such as meadowlark
and northern joggerhead shrike. The property also holds a lesser abundance
of scaled quail; the sympatric distribution of bobwhite and scaled quail make
it ideal for quail research and management efforts. Owing to the property’s
diversity in landforms and the owner’s past stewardship, it has a more diverse
plant community than most properties in this area, offering excellent potential
to demonstrate practices that foster quail—and associated species—and that are
consistent with ranching practices in this region. Additionally, its ease of access
will benefit outreach efforts, including field days.
The Foundation, in collaboration with The Conservation Fund, acquired the
project and held it for a year. It has since become the nonprofit Rolling Plains
Quail Research Ranch and is used for long-term research by the Texas A&M
Experiment Station.

coyote

Canis latrans

TX
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Kane and Two Mile Ranches
THE GRAND CANYON is one of America’s most popular
destinations, with more than five million visitors
taking in the breathtaking views of this iconic
landscape annually. Although much of the land
along the giant crevasse of the North Rim has
been protected, huge parcels remain vulnerable to
subdivision, development, and drought. Such was
the case with the privately owned Kane and Two
Mile ranches, an expansive inholding that connects
three national monuments, two national recreation
areas, and eight wilderness areas. The ranches span
more than 1,200 acres and control grazing permits
across 851,000 acres of adjacent federal lands. The
properties share a 100-mile boundary with the
North Rim in Grand Canyon National Park and
much of the ranch includes the Sky Island of the
Kaibab Plateau, home to the highest density of old
growth Ponderosa pines in the Southwest.

Beginning in 2005, The Conservation Fund
partnered with the Grand Canyon Trust to purchase
the Kane and Two Mile ranches, both of which are
within view of Arizona’s famed Vermilion Cliffs.
North Rim Ranch, LLC was created to own and
run the ranches and a third-generation rancher
was hired to oversee the operation.
Because decades of grazing operations had
taken their toll on the area’s most sensitive lands,
neighboring ranchers, public agencies, and tribal
officials were brought together to develop a
management plan for the property that would
reduce grazing pressures on sensitive lands, restore
critical wildlife habitat, and maintain part of the
land as a traditional cattle ranch. The groups also
convened a science advisory council to assess the
grazing allotments associated with the ranches,
which will help land managers conserve and
protect the fragile landscape.

Protecting the North Rim of
the Grand Canyon includes
establishing links among
the surrounding national
monuments, recreation
areas, and wilderness areas.

AZ
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The austere landscape of
the East Mohave National
Scenic Area supports
a surprising array of
species, including the
desert tortoise and
desert bighorn sheep.

East Mohave National Scenic Area
Valley Wells Grazing Allotments
THE LESSEES OF THE EAST MOHAVE NATIONAL SCENIC AREA grazing allotments were interested in selling their
property and federal grazing leases to The Conservation Fund, so that all interest and rights to grazing use
could be retired. The 238,188 acres, of which the Foundation helped acquire 12,468 acres, lie within a portion
of the East Mohave National Park and the California Desert National Conservation Area. More than half
the allotment is within designated wilderness areas and contains critical habitat for desert tortoise and
desert bighorn sheep. Support for retiring the allotment came from the Northern and Eastern California
Desert coordinated management plan.
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Neches River
National Wildlife Refuge
Bobcat Ridge
IN 2011, with Foundation support, The Conservation Fund purchased a 7,051-acre
property known as Bobcat Ridge in eastern Texas that includes 11 miles of the
state-classified ecologically significant Neches River. Often referred to as Texas’
“last wild river,” the Neches flows more than 415 miles through east Texas and
into Sabine Lake on the Gulf Coast. A conservation easement held by the Texas
Forest Service and partially funded by the U.S. Forest Service’s Legacy Program
permanently protects the viewshed of the Texas State Historical Railroad line and
the water supply of six downstream cities. The newly conserved forestland will
continue to be sustainably harvested for timber to support local jobs.

Preservation of Bobcat Ridge
in the Neches River watershed
protects public water supplies,
recreational opportunities, and
extraordinary habitat.

TX
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coho salmon

Oncorhynchus kisutch

CA

Protecting the Gualala
River’s forested landscape
safeguards spawning
areas for coho salmon.
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Gualala River Forest
THE 13,913-ACRE GUALALA RIVER FOREST in Mendocino County, CA, boasts a
remarkable canopy of redwoods and Douglas fir. Beneath these magnificent trees,
the river courses across the property, providing important spawning habitat for
coho salmon and steelhead trout. For some time, this land was at risk of being
converted to non-forest uses and lost forever. At least five vineyards had emerged
nearby, with forests being clear-cut to make way for wine grapes.
Today, it is being sustainably managed by The Conservation Fund as part
of its approach to forest conservation on California’s North Coast—balancing
environmental restoration with large-scale forest ownership in a sustainable local
timber economy.

Rocky Mountain Front
WHERE MONTANA’S DRAMATIC PEAKS give way to the Northern Great Plains, the
Rocky Mountain Front forms a landscape unlike any other in America. The
Front includes some of the nation’s most rare wildlife habitats—a place where
grizzly bears still roam freely from the mountains to the plains, as they have for
centuries.
For generations, ranchland on the Rocky Mountain Front has been owned
by working ranch families. In 2007, The Conservation Fund, The Nature
Conservancy, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) launched the
Rocky Mountain Front Initiative to stem a rising tide of development that
threatens to erode the ranching tradition that characterizes the region, disrupts
wildlife migration routes, and cut off access to breeding grounds, food, and safe
wilderness for dozens of species, including grizzly bears, elk, and nesting birds
like the long-billed curlew.
The Rocky Mountain Front Initiative—with a goal of protecting 220,000
acres—has been incredibly successful in conserving working ranchland that
buffers the public land to the west. This landscape-scale working lands model
that allows ranchers to continue operating as producers is helping pioneer a
whole new way of thinking within the FWS and the strategy is now being
applied elsewhere, promoting conservation on a much larger scale.
Having completed 32 projects that protect 150,000 acres of critical migrating
habitat for grizzly bears and a variety of other species that depend on the Front’s
rich ecosystem, the initiative is more than halfway to reaching its goal.
The Foundation’s early support leveraged and continues to leverage significant
support from other private donors, landowners, and public partners. In the past
three years, the initiative received extraordinary public funding totaling more
than $20 million, as well as private donations totaling nearly $16 million. Here
are some of the Rocky Mountain Front success stories:
CRAWFORD: The Clay Crawford Ranch is a 2008 success story that demonstrates
the powerful collaboration between FWS and private landowners. Recently,
the landowner signed an FWS conservation easement that perpetually protects
12,130 acres of premium wildlife habitat. This $5-million deal included funding
from the Land and Water Conservation Fund and donations from The Nature
Conservancy, the Foundation, and The Conservation Fund. The landowners also
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donated $500,000 for the project. It is worth noting that the FWS’ relationship
with this landowner began years before with a short-term, voluntary wildlife
extension agreement to restore riparian habitat and manage invasive species. This
initial agreement formed a foundation of trust and led the Crawford family to
partner with the FWS in a perpetual conservation easement.
SPRINGHILL: The conservation easement on the 4,141-acre Springhill Ranch has
been successfully finalized, protecting the land in perpetuity. Located on the
northern end of the Rocky Mountain Front and surrounded by lands already
protected by conservation easements, the ranch is probably the most important
property on the Rocky Mountain Front for providing mule deer winter range.
Its permanent protection enhances the area’s growing patchwork of conserved
wildlife habitat.
The Conservation Fund, working with the future landowner and conservation
partners, purchased the property in the open market. The Conservation
Fund then encumbered the ranch with a conservation easement and sold the
encumbered fee to the neighboring rancher. The rancher, in turn, used proceeds
from the sale of a conservation easement on their home ranch to purchase the
encumbered fee.

“I grew up on a cattle ranch on the southern end
of the Rocky Mountain Front in Montana. My
experiences caring for livestock, the hard work,
my encounters with wildlife, grounded me
and shaped me as a person and leader. They
motivated me to protect the landscapes that are
important to the fabric of America.”
— Ambassador Max Baucus
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A new national wildlife
refuge that uses conservation
easements allows both ranchers
and grizzly bear to thrive.

CHOTEAU MOUNTAIN RANCH: The Conservation Fund is currently working with
the FWS to place a conservation easement on this 5,046-acre ranch, which it
acquired in 2015, when the ranch was at risk of development and subdivision.
The Foundation’s funds allowed purchase of the property and development of a
plan to encumber the property with an FWS easement and sell it encumbered
on the open market to a rancher in exchange for an easement on that rancher’s
property. The Conservation Fund is in discussions with multiple landowners, all
of whom could provide that kind of opportunity.
MORRIS: The Morris Ranch stretches along the Sun River, west of Augusta, on the
eastern edge of the Front. This 2,935-acre tract is the final piece of the property to
be encumbered by a conservation easement. With this latest addition, the Morris
family will have partnered to permanently protect more than 13,000 acres of
their ranching land.
MCDONOUGH: The Conservation Fund has completed protection of the
McDonough Ranch, a 7,100-acre area located on the southern end of the Rocky
Mountain Front. The ranch is one of the top conservation priorities for the FWS
in the region and is surrounded by other conservation easements, enhancing
the growing system of contiguous protected tracts on the southern end of the
Front. The Conservation Fund completed the transfer of the McDonough Ranch
conservation easement to the FWS earlier this year.
This tract is at the interface of the prairie and conifer forest of Montana’s
Rocky Mountain Front and provides diverse habitat for many species, including
short grass prairie and sagebrush, as well as aspen and conifer transition. The
property receives significant use by grizzly bears, lynx, and wolverine, as well as
elk, mule deer, and black bears. This ranch borders the Helena National Forest
for 5.5 miles, and the Lewis and Clark Pass, known to Native Americans as the
Road to Buffalo, the site where Lewis passed through on his return from the
Pacific, is located just above the property.

CONTINUING THE LEGACY
“Having a connection to the land is critically
important. We need to ensure everyone can
experience open space, whether it’s an urban
park or a vast wilderness. The open space
system, including national parks and other
federally owned property, is one of the crown
jewels of our country.”
— Ambassador Max Baucus
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hen the Richard King Mellon Foundation
launched its American Land Conservation
Program in 1988, it was a bold and patriotic
move. In the intervening years, the Foundation
has demonstrated how a private organization
with conservation values at its core can improve
American lives by protecting and preserving
American lands.
This country’s varied landscapes are priceless
resources and protecting them not only saves our
imperiled environment and improves the health of
people, animals, and plants—it also strengthens the
economy and ensures access to jobs. It enhances
recreation, attracts good employers and employees,
raises property values, fosters hunting and fishing,
and encourages tourism. When the land is healthy
and happy, so are its people.

Since 1988, the Foundation has purchased and
preserved nearly four million acres at sites in
all 50 states. This is a proud legacy and one
we intend to build upon—with the help of
our public and private partners. We also need
the cooperation and collaboration of another
group: American citizens. The Foundation’s
conservation mission is more critical than ever,
as climate change, development, and pollution
continue to threaten our precious open lands.
Today’s environmental, social, and economic
challenges require Americans to be strong,
resilient, and to care deeply about protecting
our prized landscapes, habitats, and ecosystems.
We are hopeful that together we will meet
the challenge—because by their very nature,
Americans are strong and resilient and caring.

eastern tiger swallowtail

Pterourus glaucus

great laurel

Rhododendron maximum L.
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“Having a connection to the land is critically
important. We need to ensure everyone can
experience open space, whether it’s an urban
park or a vast wilderness. The open space
system, including national parks and other
federally owned property, is one of the
crown jewels of our country.”
— Ambassador Max Baucus

